
How an IT Intelligence and 
Research Company Maximized  
It’s Reach With Data Maelumat?
About The Client- Pulley Ascent (Asia) Pte Ltd

Pulley Ascent (Asia) Pte Ltd. is a Singapore-based provider of  
IT market intelligence and research. Technological executives 
and IT enterprises can use the company’s technology  
insights, intelligence, and growth acceleration services to reduce risk, make better decisions, 
forecast the future, stay ahead of change, acquire a competitive advantage, and extend their 
reach and profitability in APAC. Its objective is to give IT professionals with detailed technological 
analysis, market updates, and digital transformation intelligence. 

Requirement
l  The client’s focus is to reach all the IT decision makers and IT executives from companies 

of all sizes across the APAC region.

l  The company wants to target new IT people while enhancing their research analysis.



Solution Offered

When the client was on lookout for the solution that addresses their data challenges, they  

found Data Maelumat. After reviewing us, they identified that our IT executives mailing lists can 

overcome their data challenges while helping them with market research. They approached us 

and addressed their data requirements and we offered the quick solutions:

l  We helped them to build the most accurate IT Executives email list which includes contact  

information of IT executives from all niche industries.

l  Based on their business requirements, we build customized IT executives database that 

offers extensive reach via email, mail and telephone.

l  The database we provide was filled with complete contact details of top-level IT executives 

like CTO, IT Director, and other decision makers. 

l  Also, we included contact name, company name, contact title, mailing address, telephone  

numbers and verified email addresses of each contact.

Client Review“ “Very satisfied with my account manager 

Syed all the time. The team supports 

for all types of our requirement even 

with niche industries and always fulfill 

promises.
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